How to make a
Filter
for your washing
machine

A significant part of micro-plastic
pollution in surface waters and ocean
comes from synthetic fabric microfibres
released from clothing during washing in
washing machines. About 63% of the
fabric fibres that are produced are
synthetic, and natural fibres can be
heavily modified by chemical treatments
and additives (colouring agents, flame
retardants, etc..)1. It was recently
estimated that 6 million microfibres could
be released by a 6 kg machine of clothes2.
Only the newest sewage-treatment works
can filter and stop a large part of these
microfibres before discharging them in the
global water cycle. However, watertreatment sludge which concentrate
microfibres can be spread over farm land
and hence reach the environment. In
order to reduce water pollution, EPAB,
within the framework of the European
project “Preventing Plastic Pollution”,
assigned the agency Desind to develop
and design a microfibre filter for washing
machines. The present manual is the
result of this collaboration bringing an
innovative solution which can be adapted
to any type of washing machine.

PPP
Preventing
Plastic
Pollution
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Limitation of warranty and exclusion
of liability
1 - Unless otherwise stated and insofar as possible, the Licenser makes available the
Work under license as such, and does not provide any guarantee of any kind
whatsoever, in particular explicit, implicit, statutory or other, with regard to the Work.
This includes, in particular, the warranties relating to the title, the market value, the
compatibility of certain specific uses, the absence of tampering, the absence of hidden
or other defects, the exactitude, the presence or the absence of either known or not
known errors or of errors likely to be found in the Work under license. When a limitation
of guarantee is not authorised, in full or in part, this clause may not apply to your case.
2 - Insofar as possible, the Licenser shall not be held liable to you, whatever the legal
base (including, in particular, negligence) for any direct, special, indirect, collateral,
consequential, exemplary or for any loss, cost, expense or any damage resulting from
the use of the present public License or from the use of the Work under license, even
if the Licenser had knowledge that such loss, cost, expense or damage may occur.
When a limitation of guarantee is not authorised, in full or in part, this clause may not
apply to your case.
3 - The above limitation of warranty and exclusion of liability shall be interpreted, insofar
as possible, as a limitation and complete renunciation of any liability.

PPP
filter
A PPP filter is a micro-filtration
system intended for catching
fabric fibre residue at the waste
water outlet of a washing
machine.
It’s simple, robust design helps
catch micro-plastics over
50 Microns (0.05 mm), this
limits pollution in rivers and
oceans! With a budget around
50 €, we shall teach you how to
make and install this universal
filter that only needs a
maintenance inspection every
10 washes.

Equipment

Required equipment
You need a few DIY tools for making and installing your PPP
filter. You can borrow them from a friend or buy them in a DIY
shop:
1. A drill/driver
2. A hacksaw
3. A large blade cutting knife (18mm)
4. A flat wood drill bit 28mm
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5. Water pump pliers
6. Sand paper (grain 80) 7 - PVC glue
7. PVC Glue
8. A tape measure
9. A marker pen
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List of parts
A. 1 x Male Polyamide Hose Adapter M20/27 - diameter 20 mm - length 40 mm
B. 1 x Flat rubber washer 1’’ or inner diameter of 28 mm
C. 1 x Female brass locknut with nut spacer 20/27 (3/4")
D. 1 x PVC simple access plug diameter 100 mm first plast
Check that the inner diameter of the plug is 94 mm !
E. 1 x 50 µm Aquarium Systems filter sock https://www.aquariumsystems.fr/chaussettefiltrante-c2x30764193
F. 1 x PVC expansion sleeve MF _ diameter 100 mm G
G. 1 x Flange clamp diameter 100 mm (optional)
H. 1 x PVC stop sleeve FF_ diameter 100 mm
I. 1 x Reduction plug PVC MF_ 100/50 or MF_100/40
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A - Polyamide Hose Adapter
B - Flat rubber washer

Male thread 3/4’’ or M20/27
Diameter 20 mm - Length 40
mm

D - Access plug cover
C - Brass lock nut with nut spacer
Female 20/27 (3/4")
Bonding zone for the sock

E - 50 µm filter sock
Aquarium Systems

Bonding zone for the sock

D - Access plug body
Filter part

Filter-holder part

In-built expansion joint

F - PVC expansion sleeve MF
_ Diameter 100 mm
G - Flange clamp diameter 100 mm

H - PVC stop sleeve FF_
Diameter 100 mm
I - PVC Reduction plug MF_
100/50 or MF_100/40

Female outlet with the diameter of
your drain: 40 or 50 mm

How do I install it?
1 - Check the drain diameter of your washing
machine:
Your washing machine drain is against the wall, certainly
behind the machine. The regulations state that the washing
machine drain is made of a PVC pipe with a minimum diameter of
40 mm (40 or 50 mm). As for the vertical column, it has to have its
top at minimum 60 cm above the ground, and at maximum at 90
cm. Measure the diameter of its vertical pipe and check it is 40 mm
or 50 mm.

2 - Buy from your favourite DIY shop, the parts
shown in the list:
The PVC parts are available in the plumbing section and the hose
adaptors, in the gardening section of the store. For your
information, we used PVC FIRST PLAST parts for this manual.

3 - Buy on line or in a store the 50-Microns filter sock of the
“Aquarium systems”:

https://www.aquariumsystems.fr/chaussette-filtrante-c2x30764193

Only the 50-micron reference from
Aquarium Systems provides an
optimum operation for your filter!

Manufacturing

Filter assembly
1
Drilling into the access plug
cover (part D):

1a

1a: Set the cover above a wooden board, ensure
the plug is facing upwards;
1b: Using a drill equipped with a flat wood drill bit
no. 28, gently drill into the cover centre to mark the
contour of the future hole on the PVC.
1c: Turn over the cover with the inner face
upwards and perform the second drilling
operation. Hold the cover firmly to gently drill it
through;

1b

1d: By hand remove the cutting burrs if any.

2
Fitting the polyamide hose
adaptor (part A):

1c

2a: Correctly fit in the flat washer to the 3/4-inch
thread neck. The washer must be flat, with no
twisting.
2b: Fit the adaptor into the cover leaving the
washer on the outer side and the thread on the
inner side of the cover.
2c: Screw the brass lock nut with nut spacer using
water pump pliers to slightly compress the washer
in order to achieve sealing.
2a

2a

2c

3a

3 Bonding the sock to the access
plug body (parts D and E):
3a: Sand the black ridge of the filtering sock and
the interior of the access plug body using a piece
of sand paper (grain around 80);
3b: Turn the bag of the filtering sock inside out;
3c
3c: Bond the previously sanded zones with
moderate strength PVC glue;
3d: Fit the neck of the sock into the access plug
body down to the collar;
3e: Clean off the excess glue, if any. Wait for 5
minutes for the glue to dry, then turn the sock
back, right-side out;
3f: Using a large blade cutter, cut the sock’s
collar at the junction with the plug body;

3d

3g: Check that the cover properly fits in with the
access plug body.
3d

3e

3f

3f

3g

3g

4
Assembling and bonding the
filter-holder (parts F-G-H-I):

4a

4a: Check that the PVC FF (H) sleeve has a
central stop;
4b: Sand the inner face of the sleeve (H) before
the stop and the outer ridge of the reduction
sleeve (I) MF 100/40 or MF 100/50.
4c: Lightly glue the sanded zones onto the sleeve
and the plug, fit them one into the other right to the
stop. If need be, wipe off the excess glue.

4b

4d: Fit for a trial the expansion sleeve (F) into the
stop sleeve (H) so that the “cylinder” measures
between 24 and 25 cm;
4e: Using a marker pen, trace the limit of the
junction between the two PVC parts;
4c
4f: Separate the two parts and sand the two
junction zones. Add a flange clamp (G) to be
attached to the wall) by fitting it into the expansion
sleeve (F) if you want additional attachment
support for the filter-holder;
4g: Bond the two parts to each other making sure
that the cylinder is between 24 and 25 cm long.
4d

4f

24 to 25
cm

4e

4f

4g

4g

Fit the filter into the
filter-holder

Installation

5
Installing the filter onto the
drain column:

5b

5a: Unplug the washing machine;
5b: Turn off the water supply to the washing machine;
5c: If need be, manually empty the washing
machine of water. This operation makes the
washing machine lighter before moving it;
5c
5d: Clear the space to be able to work on the
drain column;
5e: With a measuring tape and a marker, trace a
level line all-round the drain column between 50
to 55 cm above the ground.
5f: Saw the PVC column at the previous line,
using a hacksaw.
5g: Deburr the cutting of the drain column using
a piece of sand paper;

5d

5d

5e

5g

5e

5f

5
Installing the filter onto the
drain column (continued):

5g

5h: Fit the filter-holder onto the drain column;
5i: (Optional) Mark the place of the attachment
point for the clamp on the wall;
5j: Separate the filter-holder from the drain
column;
5k: (Optional) Attach the flange clamp to the wall
depending upon the type of wall;

5h

5l: Sand the two contact zones between the filterholder and the drain column, then bond the filterholder onto the column;
5m: Fit the filter into the filter-holder;
5n: Connect the drain hose (and its elbow) of the
machine to the hose adaptor and fit them together
as tight as possible;
5o: Reposition your washing machine, open the
water supply and plug in the electrical socket of the
washing machine. Your filter is now ready to work!

5m

5o

Recommendations
& Servicing

Safety recommendations
1 - Due to its capacity to catch very fine particles (larger than 0.05 mm), the mesh size
is especially sensitive to blocking by sediments and washing residues. To prevent it
clogging and creating a back-flow of washing water, it is recommended to take the
utmost care when washing beach towels, swim suits, sportswear covered in sand or
football shorts, cycling clothing, etc covered in mud, or construction-site clothing
covered with dust, plaster, cement or lime residues:
a - For the beach stuff, make sure to shake off the sand from the towels and
rinse the swim suits before washing them. Sand being abrasive, could damage
clothing during washing and clog the filter. It is recommended to wash the filter
before and especially after washing fabrics which have been in contact with
sand.
b - For muddy sportswear, check before and after washing that the filter is not
clogged before starting another washing cycle.
c - For work-site clothing, it is recommended to remove the filter before
washing this specific clothing and to put it back for other washes.
2 - At the commissioning of the filtering system on a washing machine which is a few
years old, it is possible that residues of solid materials are caught by the filter. These
residues generally build up through the years in the drain hoses of washing machines.
If you have such problems: Detach the drain hose of the washing machine from the
filter, then shake it off to remove the residues which are encrusted in it, and finally run
a washing cycle without the filter.

Servicing recommendations
A filter which can filter elements larger than 50 microns is sensitive to
elements with a larger particle size distribution, such as sand:
- Sand is to be limited or avoided (shake towels off before washing).
- Remove the filter when it is impossible to remove sand from towels;
- Every 10 washes, check the state of the filter bag;
- Clean the filter bag as soon as it shows signs of clogging.
Cleaning method for the filtering bag:
- Remove the filter bag and its support from the filter-holder;
- Rinse the bag under the tap to detach fibres from the inner walls;
- Slightly shake off the filter in order to concentrate the residue at the bottom;
- Turn the bag inside out above a bin and throw away the residue;
- Turn the filter bag back.
- Replace the filter in the filter-holder and plug in the drain of the washing
machine.

The INTERREG “Preventing Plastic Pollution” is a European project bringing together 18
French and English partners, including EPAB, aiming to understand and reduce the impact
of plastic pollution on the environment. For this reason, the project is focused on the scale
of a drainage basin around three parts:
- A scientific part aimed at studying the path of the plastic pollution
from rivers to the sea, and measuring this pollution;
- A part aimed at testing the new initiatives for reducing plastic pollution;
- A mediation part aimed at raising awareness amongst the general public and
scholars with regard to plastic pollution and its impact on the environment, and
thus changing everyone’s behaviour and habits.
https://fr.preventingplasticpollution.com

EPAB
Le Pavillon, La Clarté
29100 KERLAZ
02 29 40 41 30

The mixed union établissement public de gestion et d’aménagement
de la baie de Douarnenez (EPAB) has been organising and
implementing water management and development schéma
d’aménagement et de gestion des eaux (SAGE) in the bay of
Douarnenez, since 2012. EPAB implements operational programmes
for maintaining and recovering water quality in natural environments:
local version of the green algae government plan, monitoring the
quality of surface waters, water movement restoration of wet zones,
implementation of the Breizh Bocage programme and of the
European programme INTERREG PPP "Preventing Plastic
Pollution".
www.sagebaiededouarnenez.org

Agence Desind
11 La Locquenais
35580 Guichen
www.desind.fr

Desind is an innovation centre through the development of industrial
design, space design and graphics. To imagine new products or
services, to promote their value and standardise them, the agency
performs different studies and actions. The latter correlate users, the
intervention environment, the natural environment, the life cycle and
social impact. By placing the users at the centre of the process, it is
possible to identify the problems they meet and to propose solutions
that are suitable for the present challenges.
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